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amid an election
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Questions for the candidates
1. What specific moments or experiences at SLUH inspired you to run?

2. How are you active in the SLUH community and in what ways will those experiences
Deciphering what is real and what is fake
help you in office?
has been an important issue this year. Finding the truth—through various media sourc3. President Jimmy Carter once said, “We must adjust to changing times and still hold
es, books, or resources—is imperative to any
to unchanging principles.” SLUH has progressed throughout the years—amid a variety of
government. If the voters don’t know the difchanges in the curriculum, teaching, diversity, and technology, just to name a few—so what
ference between what is fake and what is real,
Ignatian principles do you value and wish to continue while serving in office?
then we can not elect the best people in our
government, nor trust them when they share
information with us while in office.
thought of running for office had not crossed
That is why we, the juniors of Prep News,
my mind until that moment. He single handas a part of our work in finding and valuing the
edly talked me into the idea of being able to
truth, want to provide you, our fellow classmake a tangible difference for the class. Even
mates, with information on each of the respecThough platforms were due by three o’clock
that day, I devoted all my free in my schedtive candidates, so you can choose for yourself
who you want to lead our school based on the
ule including my lunch to make sure I got my
truth—not rumors, falsehoods, or popularity.
platform in. Rocco may have inspired me to
By providing this election issue, we want you
run but it has been the class of 2018 that has
to hear directly from the candidates and vote
motivated me and allowed me to stay in office.
Once I had been awarded the honor of class
for those who are most qualified.
We want to make it clear: these titles
president, I soon realized that I was a part of
aren’t just something to put on a college resomething special. That the class of 2018 isn’t
sumé; they come with an expectation to work
just an average SLUH class. That they are a
for what would be best for us, the people who
class that will be talked about in SLUH hallelected them to their positions.
ways for many years to come. I run for student
council because I get a chance to serve a class
It is our job, as we slowly become the
leaders of the school, to determine who would
that truly understands the values of what it
be best to lead our school, in the 200th year of
means to be in a brotherhood.
St. Louis U. High.
I have now served three years on student
So when the time comes to vote, rememcouncil. In my time of service I have had the
honor to work alongside many different and
ber what you read today in the Prep News.
We hope it will help you in your quest for the
1. I still remember the conversation clear- extraordinary leaders. I hope to use my extruth.
ly. 8am on a cold monday morning in early perience and couple it with the lessons I have
—The Juniors of Prep News
November. Rocco Vintage, my senior advisor, learned from them in order to make stuco the
was pushing me to become a part of stuco. The
continued on page 3

Student Body
President
Jack McGrail

The candidates:

Publicity/ Communications: Stepehn Ocampo and Damen Alexander

Student Body President: Jack McGrail
Vice President: Will Perryman (no response)
Pastoral: Riley McEnery, and Allen Shorey

Intermurals: Andrew Schwartz and Ken Viehland

Technology: Sam Eilerman (no response) and Ben Cox (no response)
Spirit: Sam Lockwood and Tommy Rogan
Treasurer: James Pollard and Matt Lertiz (no response)
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Stephen Ocampo

1. The most important moment at SLUH that inspired me
to run was during my brother’s
graduation. After seeing one of the
members of his class speak about
the brotherhood and unity formed
during the four years at SLUH and
seeing a couple of 18 year old men
be brought to tears as they realize
that these are some of their last
moments together, I longed to see
this bond in my high school class.
Through this position in STUCO,
I hope to do all I can to try to
strengthen our class bonds to that
level.
2. Within the SLUH community, I am in the Spanish club and
NHS, write for the Prep News, and
tutor children at Believing is Seeing. I think that these experience
have really helped me mature as
a person and helped give me the
tools to communicate to the best
of my abilities with others with my
ideas, words, and actions.
3. The Ignatian principles that
I value and wish to continue while
serving in office are self-awareness,
discernment, and detachment. I
want to continue to realize where I
stand and what I am doing so that
I may serve others and be there for
the rest of the class to make good,
prudent choices for my class by discerning over what would be best.
Through being detached, I hope to
try to do what is best for the whole
class and make sure everyone’s
opinions can be voiced so that we
may come together to make senior
year fun, continuing to form strong
bonds as brothers at SLUH.

Damen Alexander

1. Losing the presidential race
last school year inspired me to run
for an executive STUCCO office
this year. I lost my race. That’s the
difference between me and my opponent. I’m still talking about the
same issues. Losing didn’t stop me.
I continued fighting, listening to
you, and trying to figure it all out.
That’s why I displayed excessive excitement when the results were released on Friday. On Friday I didn’t
win, we won, our class won, our
ideas won. Let’s elect those ideas,
on Tuesday and, on Wednesday
STUCO, our administration, and
faculty will be forced to listen to
them. I am confident we can create a brighter SLUH. Class of 2018:
Our time is now and our day is today.
2. I have been involved in all
types of political stuff at SLUH. I
have taken a lot of L’s, hopefully I
don’t take another one. I think the
best quality I bring to SLUH is my
humor. STUCO, especially communications, is a place that needs
humor and comic relief. If I don’t
do anything else I will make the
emails funnier.
3. Dedicated to service and
open to growth. I am dedicated to
serving you. Our concerns WILL
be heard. I am ready to fight for
you. I am ready to work with the
leaders of our school. But I’m also
ready to work with people I don’t
agree with. I have to remember why
I did all of this. And If I forget why I
ran, and what I ran on remind me.
Don’t let me forget. Annoy me. Our
class and school have some serious
problems right now, and stagna-

Spirit

Sam Lockwood
1. My overall experiences at
sporting events has inspired me
to run. I love helping to come up
with cheers at sporting events and
watching the seniors lead them
the last few years has also inspired
me. I love sports and love getting
people hyped up during them.
2. I am a member of NHS, in
the tailgate club, and a football manager. I think that NHS has helped
me learn how to effectively build a community and I can help incorporate that into gathering our student body together for sporting events. I
think through my involvement in the tailgate club, I will be able to get
more people involved in that club and that can help get a bigger turnout
at sporting games. My involvement as a football manager could possibly help more students to attend football games as well.
3. I definitely value kindness and inclusiveness. I want to make
sure that nobody feels left out at any of our sporting events and that
everyone feels as if they are involved in our student section. I want to
help bring the student body together at our sporting events.

Spirit

Tommy Rogan
1. There have been many moments and experiences at SLUH
that have inspired me to run for
Spirit Leader. One moment would
include being baptized in blue
with all of my brothers, running
down oakland avenue and then
cheering our hearts out for the
football team. That was an absolute blast and really defined what
school spirit is. Also, it showed
me how different people perform in a sport when they have fans. A
long lasting experience I’ve had with SLUH would be how much love
and support the SLUH community has given me as a grade schooler
and underclassman- it’s time to return the generosity and keep the tradition going.
2. I am active in the SLUH community because I have attended
countless SLUH sports games. Not only the big games on the weekends,
but the regular season games during the school week where there’s usually little to no fans. Aside from attending many games, I’ve also played
in many of them. Throughout my 3 years at SLUH, I’ve played 3 different sports. These experiences will help me in office because I know
what it takes to be a leader and I know how to push everyone to be their
greatest self.
3. One Ignatian Principle I value and intend to continue is being a
Man For Others. I will show a lot of leadership and care while planning
activities such as Running of The Bills, Blue Crew and Tailgates. Along
with this comes the introduction of true school spirit to underclassmen
and the continuation of my love for my brothers.
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Allen Shorey

1. My biggest inspiration for running for
the Pastoral position, actually, was listening to
prayers at the end of the day since I first got to
sluh and thinking about how much I would enjoy leading prayers as a senior if presented with
the opportunity. I’ve been an active member of
the current Junior Pastoral Team since freshman year and decided the chance to represent
our faith community as the Class of 2018 and,
in extension, as a school, would be a position I
could really thrive in and do justice.
2. Other than my activity in Pastoral Team,
I would bring to the position a voice that knows
what it is like to fight through popular issues
in our society. I recently attended the Pro Life
March for my second time as a member of our
Sluh community and stood up for my values despite the opinions of others. I am also a member
of National Honor Society and am constantly
participating in service to give back for my
many blessings. Another important aspect of my
voice that I would bring to the position would be
one that understands failure. I know what it is
like to fall short of my goals, and the pain associated with it. I promise to bring my own unique
voice and the unique voices of our class if given
the chance to represent our faith community.
3. Despite 200 years of history and progression involved in our school identity, I cherish the significance of continuity as a member
of the Pastoral Team and as an alumni of the
AP World History class. Our ideals and mottos
change, but what I really cherish in our history,
as implied by the position I am running for, is
our faith. Just walking down the halls is like a
fast paced movie filled with different stories in
every person, and the dedication and willingness to grow in our class gives me strength and
motivation to get through my day no matter
what it may present me. I can see God in the
faces of the members of our class and just getting to know each of you better. I value the unity
that we gain through each other and our ability
to grow together.
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Riley McEnery

1. One specific
experience at SLUH
that was a major
part of my decision
to run for pastoral
rep was the pastoral
team retreat. During my freshman
year, the pastoral
team decided that
putting on a retreat
for the team would
benefit the community and brotherhood of the team as well as strengthen individuals’ faith
lives. We left the idea untouched for awhile and nobody
took responsibility for it. One day, I decided to take ownership of the idea and to work on making this a reality.
I contacted people to be leaders on the retreat, reserved
a time and place for the retreat (The North American
Martyrs Chapel/Ignatian Conference Room), and stayed
in touch with Mr. Nick Ehlman about the details of the
retreat. After forming a schedule, meeting several times
with leaders I had elected, and bringing in supplies I was
finally prepared for the big day. On the retreat, we had
icebreaker activities to allow for fellowship, talks from
leaders to push the faith aspect of the retreat, and small
groups to strengthen the brotherhood between team
members. At the end of the retreat, we reserved time for
prayer and reflection, and the team really took advantage of this time. For me, the ability to help others and
lead them to a stronger faith is a big aspect of my life. It’s
helped me stay in tune with Christ throughout my years
at SLUH. This aspect of my prayer life that I discovered
through the retreat is why I want to lead the school in
prayer through STUCO.
2. I’ve been a homeroom rep all three years at SLUH,
which helps me understand how meetings are run and
how to be a voice for the students. My work with pastoral team has helped me become a leader in prayer and
faith-based opportunity, and this year I’ve been a leader
on the team. The other leaders (Matthew Stauder, John
Burke, and Jack Schweizer) and I meet before the whole
team does to decide what we will discuss in the whole
team meetings. We then lead the group and direct the
focus of the whole team meetings. I’m also a staff member of the Prep News which has helped me grow in my
communication skills. I’ll be able to successfully reach
out to students about ideas and thoughts they have about
STUCO, and I’ll be able to efficiently produce new ideas
and thoughts myself to impact STUCO.
3. The most important Ignatian theme that I find
value in for STUCO is finding God in all things. If I’m
elected into office, I will make it a priority to bring everything we do back to God in some way. Through God,

continued next column
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President
Jack McGrail

most effective and productive it can be.
I am in a class filled with
leaders. Leaders in academics,
sports, service, character, and
exemplary models of men for
others. In reality I am just a coordinator. A coordinator of the
talent and brilliance of the class
of 2018. Not all people running
for student body president in
the past have been able to say
the same thing. In years past
there have been classes where a
stuco officer has to be appointed
because the class isn’t interested
enough to run. Some classes
struggle to get kids to sluh
sporting events. Luckily for me
that is not true for the class of
2018. Not only are they involved
in the school, but they make it
their personal mission to make
the school a better place. Across
the school this year, juniors became captains of sports teams,
leaders in clubs, and editors in
prep news. Because our class is
devoted to the school it makes
my job much easier because I’m
positive that they will be exemplary leaders to the classes
below. The principal I want to
carry with me into the changing
school is the spirit of the class of
we can attain joy and unity in
our class. This concept goes
along well with dedicating our
thoughts words and actions to
the greater glory of God. I will
try to produce prayers at the
end of each day that are fairly
concise but help focus our attention back on what truly matters.
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Intramurals

Intramurals Kenneth Viehland
Andrew
Schwartz

1. I’ve appreciated so much the activities like mission week and the back to school
mixer. Also, I’ve really enjoyed STUCO’s video
trailers and their homeroom-to-homeroom
running around with their shirts off screaming to show up to the big game.
2. I participate in clubs like SLUH med
careers and Outdoor Adventure Club. Although my passion for medicine doesn’t guarantee fine intramurals, my experience with
Mr. Zarrick through the OAC will definitely
be beneficial, as he serves a primary role in the
organization of intramurals. In addition, my
experience as a three-year homeroom representative (Shoutout 216C) has introduced me
to some core projects that STUCO works on
throughout the year.
3. CURA PERSONALIS! CURA PERSONALIS! CURA PERSONALIS!

Treasurer
James
Pollard
1. I remember sitting in my freshman
homeroom of M107 the Friday of the Running of the Bills when, out of nowhere, came
this distant yell that grew and grew until, consecutively, a blur of shirtless STUCO members coated with blue paint and goofy clothing
popped their heads in and shouted random
inaudibles. Those guys just embodied everything that SLUH is about: comradery, individuality, and wit. I knew then that I wanted to be
able to deliver that same joy and express those
same qualities to others.
2. Throughout my time at SLUH I
have been active in clubs like Pax Christi,
SLUH4GE, and Pastoral Team. As a member
of those clubs I have worked with various different students to put together prayer services
and plan class masses. Through my own shortcomings I have learned the value of sticking to

1. When I think about
some moments that inspired
me to run for Intramural Executive, a couple immediately
come to mind. My homeroom often comments on our
feeling that we never have a
chance to be competitive in
intramurals because bashball
is the only one. Even though
bashball is fun, there has always been a want for a intramural that we have a shot to
go far in. In my homeroom,
floor hockey usually comes
to mind since we have some
guys on the varsity team and
a few more with prior hockey
experience. However, I began
to think that other homerooms probably feel the same
way. I’m sure homerooms
with guys from the football
team, baseball team, basketball team, or a myriad of
other SLUH sports wish they
had a shot of winning a intramural tournament. So I’m
disappointed that there is, in
general, this type of feeling
towards intramurals. However, it was only a couple of

weeks ago that I came across
the moment that inspired me
to run. When I learned that
this year intramural basketball wasn’t even happening, I
knew intramurals were only
going downhill. That’s when
I decided that intramurals
needed someone who was actually dedicated to the cause
to make them better, and I decided that I was the right guy.
2. My belief that I’m the
right candidate for intramural executive is reflected in
my activities at SLUH. Many
of my activities are quite relative to the position. I proved
that I’m dedicated to improving sports at SLUH when I
decided to join SLUH Sports
Network and be apart of the
group that broadcasts our
awesome teams to you when
you can’t make the game. My
experiences on our National
Champion Racquetball team
will have given me good history with one of our coaches
Mr. Zarrick, who I will need
to work with if I am elected
to this position. I have prior
STUCO experience as a former homeroom representative. And as a writer for this
paper and the co-founder and
Vice President of the newly
revived SLUH Pulse radio, I
have options on how to best
communicate with you about
intramurals and make the
process of finding informa-

tion about them easier. I
believe that when you take
all these activities, I’m the
candidate with the best
tools to revolutionize intramurals.
3. That’s a timeless
quote, and obviously quite
relevant to SLUH, STUCO,
and intramurals. The Ignatian principles I want to
focus on preserving should
I be elected into office are
the principles of teamwork
and collaboration. Ignatius
believed that we shouldn’t
have to go through our
faith alone. And whether
it be school, STUCO, or
sports, I don’t believe we
should go through them
alone either. At school we
need the support of our
friends and teachers. In
STUCO we need voices
from all the different parts
of SLUH, and in sports we
need our team and coaches. If you elect me to the
position of Intramural executive, I will ensure that
I collaborate with you so
that your voice is heard in
our student Government.
If you elect me to the position, I promise you that
there will be plenty of opportunities to take part in
teamwork with your classmates in intramurals that
will finally be great.

a schedule and have learned to work with different types of people. As Treasurer/Secretary
one of my duties will be to maintain an archival record of meeting minutes for the year, as
well as order t-shirts and handle money. The skills of time management and organization
that I have developed throughout my time here will assist me in doing that.
3. I value Ignatian spirituality and the idea of being a “contemplative in action.” I love
the emphasis on collaboration and relationships in Ignatian Spirituality. Our spiritual life,
like our day-to-day life, is not individualistic; we rely on others. I will serve as a member of
STUCO much in the same way: collaborating with the other STUCO officers as well as the
student body, creating relationships. (I am a candidate and will serve as an officer who is of,
by, and for the people!) In doing so, I also hope to be a contemplative in action. I like the
idea of being able to be thoughtful and reflective, while also being active and involved in the
world around you. One great way to be active is to vote; I would be honored if you would
TRUST YOUR DOLLAR WITH POLLARD.

